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Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen good day and welcome to the Vardhman Special Steels Limited Q4

FY2018 earnings conference call hosted by IIFL Institutional Equities As a reminder, all

participant lines will be in the listen-only mode and there will be an opportunity for you to ask

questions after the presentation concludes Should you need assistance during the conference call,

please signal an operator by pressing
“*” then “0” on your touchtone phone. Please note that this

conference is being recorded I now hand the conference over to Mr Urvil Bhatt from IIFL

Institutional Equities Thank you and over to you Sir!

Urvil Bhatt: Thank you Raymondi Ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon and thank you for joining us on the

4Q FY2018 post results conference call of Vardhman Special Steels Limitedi I am Urmil Bhatt

from IIFL and it is my great pleasure to introduce the senior management team of Vardhman

Special Steels Limited We have with us Mr Sachit Jain, Vice Chairman and Managing Director

and Mr Sanjeev Singla, Chief Financial Officer We will begin the call with an overview of the

financial performance followed by commentary on the business by management Post this we

will open up the call for Q&A session I would now like to hand over the call to Sachit and

Sanjeev to take it forward Thank you and over to you Sachit!

Sachit Jain: Thank you Urmil Ladies and gentleman, good afternoon and thank you for joining us on our

earnings call We are now going to make it a quarterly event and we also hope to have a physical

investor meet sometime after our first half results Since we are new to the capital markets after

this raising last year, so many of you may be for the first time, so very quickly I will give you

brief overview of the Company and then talk about the results

The steel business began in 1973, a small unit in Faridabad and then organic growth and then

there was an acquisition in 1987-1988, which led to the current location where we are present

today becoming part of the steel business Later the old unit in Faridabad was closed and this

Ludhiana unit was upgraded and modernized to start making alloy steels and it continued to be

part of Vardhman Textiles and it was hived off in 2011 and 2012 this Company got listed as a

separate entity in 2012 roughly May I have been involved in the steel business from 2010 and

became MD of the company in 2011 and earlier I was giving almost half my time to the steel

business for the last one year I am giving about 90% of my time to the steel business

Over the years, our steel Company has emerged among India leading steel bar producers for

automotive applications We have state of the art manufacturing facilities in Ludhiana and our

toml insmlled capacity has now reached 200000 tonnes of steel melting and 180000 tonnes of

rolling mill and 36000 tonnes of bright barf Now we are fully balanced as a plant Earlier melting

capacities were lower than our rolling capacity This year we are fully balanced and overall we

plan to continue growing

We are currently having an expansion plan, which will take our melting capacity to 240000

tonnes, which should get implemented by January or February this year, so we should enter the

next financial year that is 2019-2020 with a capacity of 240000 tonnes of melting and rolling

hopefully we will get some more debottlenecking done and we will be able to improve our
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capacity from 180000 tonnes to maybe 200000 tonnes; however, overall we have an investment

plan of roughly Rs200 Crores over the next three year, which includes upping the rolling mill

capacity also to 230000 to 240000 tonnes So the increase we are expecting in the next one-year

is going to be with incremenml benefits without much capexi The capex for the rolling mill will

come lateri

Overall over the year’s consistent quality, efficient service and strong customer relationships are

what sets us apart from our competition We have amongst the widest set of customer approvals

Our business is 100% linked to OEM approvals and our largest four customers as far as OEMs

are concerned are Hero, Maruti, Hyundai and Bajaji We were I think the first company approved

by Toyota Small quantities from our company go into such iconic brands Porsche, Mercedes

Benz, Volvo cars and Jaguar In fact, we have also exported a very small quantity of steel to

Germany for Mercedes Now these are all very small quantities, but it does shows that the quality

that we have is accepted in global markets

Overall our exports are just about 4% to 5% of our toml volume, but it goes to sophisticated

customers Thailand is our biggest market for exports The other markets are Germany, Turkey,

little bit in Taiwan, little bit in Russia and Italy and once in a while in Spain

As far as this quarter is concerned, we had sales of Rs231 Crores and EBITDA without other

income Rsl7 Crores and net profit was Rs7 Crores For the full year, we had a 16% increase in

volume, 252000 tonnes of sales and revenue was Rs1859 Crores, a growth of 27%

EBITDA has not grown much and this was something that we were disappointed because overall

EBITDA per tonne for the year has been about Rs4400 a tonne whereas we are saying moving

forward we should be between Rs4500 to Rs16000 a tonne EBITDAI The main problem of last

year was almost like a black swan event, which was the graphite electrode prices, which went up

almost six times and which really hit the first quarter very hard and of course the price setting

with the customers happens every six months, so every April 1, and October 1, so on October 1,

we could get the prices increases from the customers, which is what you will see the third quarter

results were far better

The second half our EBITDA per tonne was north of Rs15000 roughly around Rs15300 and the

first half was around Rs3300 to Rs3400 a tonne What happens in our company is in a rising

raw material scenario we will always have an EBITDA squeeze because the raw material costs

keep changing Some material we are buying on a day-to-day basis and some materials we will

have some stock, but overall in a rising raw material cost scenario, the margins will get squeezed

because the price adjustment happens only after six months

In a falling raw material price scenario, we will see margin expansion Unfortunately, the raw

material prices continue to rise even now Again as we see this year, we have got a price increase

from April 1, of about Rs4100 from most of the GEMS; however, the raw material prices will be

rising further, which means October again we will get another price increase, so again we will
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see second half would be better than the first half as far as this year is also concerned; however,

we expect the first half of this year to be better than the last year

Moving ahead as I said we are seeing Rsi4500 to Rsi6000 is what we would expect EBITDA per

tonne in normal circumstances In a rising price, raw material price scenario it will be at the

lower end of this and the falling raw material price scenario it will be the higher end of this

Last year, we also had two capital rising The first was rights issue of Rsi68 Crores and the

second was QIP of RsiSO Croresi We got two anchor investors, Sundaram Mutual Fund and DSP

Blackrocki Of course, our approval from the shareholder was to raise up to Rsil75 Crores, but

market conditions were tight at that time and we decided to go ahead with a RsiSO Crore raising

and debt equity of course has become very comformble now at 065 on March 31, 2018‘

Considering we were at 2:1 debt equity about three and a half years ago, we have improved

significantly since then With this capital raising, our current expansion plan, which is on the

Greenfield site, which includes the land that we have just purchased, which is part of the RsiZOO

Crores that we are talking about all this can be funded without any further dilution requirements;

however, if we look at any acquisition or some such opportunity comes in, we may need some

extra capiml from outside

The reason for the QIP, the reason for two equity offerings in quick succession were rights issue

of course was to strengthen the balance sheet and then the QIP was to basically impart with the

liquidity to the company and get institutional shareholding, so after this we do have two stronger

institutions as well as the intention was to improve liquidity in the company in terms of trading

liquidities for share visibility in the market as more and more investors were talking to us that

they wanted share and shares availability was a problem, so that was the reason and as of now

our rating is AA minus by CRISLL, but that rating is of course there is a letter of comfort from

the shareholders, letter of comfort from the group promoters for Vardhman Special Steels, so

based on that we are AA minus rated company with the positive outlook

The unfinished agenda from the past continues to be we are still looking for a strategic partner in

our automotive steel business We are looking for a possible JV in a downstream value this

business of bright bars and we are now seriously looking for a partner for getting into high alloy

steels of more specialized steels, which go to this route of steel manufacturing Those kinds of

products of course will get into business segments like bearings or looking at tool and die those

are under study at this point Over the next year or so the study will continue whereas the

continued look for a partner in that area

Overall, we have a strong team and our cost come under control with the increase in production

The biggest advantages we now have are two, in addition to our own operations Punjab

government lowered cost of power tariff has kicked in from January 1, 2018, so power tariff

today is now roughly around Rsr5i70 paisa per unit, which was around Rsi6 4O paisa per unit, so

that is one element of power and second element of power is there is an incremental power
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consumption over last year is at a lower tariff, which is why there was a bump up in the fourth

quarter because of power

Operating EBITDA was lower because of the continued increase in raw material prices, which

has got adjusted partly with the Rs4100 price increase what we got in April 1, 2018‘ The second

unfinished agenda from the government was the government incentive We are happy to

announce that the government has cleared 31 Crores of past incentives on an interim basis

pending final status from the government, so which means we are going to get this 31 Crores

The government has accepted up to 62 Crores worth of incentives; however, as per the policy

that the government has taken out which we are disputing, the incentive overall is going to be

about 26 Crores over the next eight years, which includes the two years gone by we will get

pending arrears We are of course contesting that in as per us the incentive has to be higher

because of a flaw in the interpretation of the government policy, but at least this part of the

incentive is now come out in terms of a notification from the government

So this is all and I would like to of course thank our team, all our stakeholders, our customers

have been very supportive, banks have been supportive and we now have a new investor relations

firm Bridge and they are also on the call with us We hope they will be of course communicating

this more of you on a regular basis and our CFO, Sanjeev Singla who is on call and Jasmeet,

Group Head of Finance is also on the call, Purva, Investor Relations Advisor she is on the call

and Sanjeev will start visiting the capital markets and next trip to Mumbai He will visit me, so

he will be getting exposed to the capital markets as per as Vardhaman Special Steel in concerned

So this is all [have to say and we are now open for questions

Thank you very much We will now begin with the question and answer session We have the

first question from the line of Dhruv Agarwal from Crecsita Investments Please go ahead.

Good afternoon Siri Congratulations on a good set of numbers Sir, my question is regarding the

volume estimate for the coming year FY2019 and FY2020, for FY2018 you have done a toml of

152000 around metric tonnes of volumes, so what can we expect for FY2019 and FY2020 going

forward, any percentage growth rate or any absolute number if you can tell us?

Market conditions continue to be good and demand is robust, so we will still be constrained by

our capacity and the capacity additional will come in only later part of the year plus we have a

shutdown coming, which will enable the capacity expansion to happen So we are expecting

between 165000 and 170000 tonnes of sales as far as the financial year is concerned

For FY2019?

Yes For FY2020 we expect to get about 200000 to 210000 tonnes

Sorry, around?

Around 200000 tonnes
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200000 tonnes and just this present year volume has been from the total capacity of 180000 or

200000?

180000, the capacity of 200000 has just about reached now, so let us say March, April, so it has

just now reached, but even now we cannot consistently make 200000 tonnes because this is one

off, I mean we have hit that run rate in one month We need some more balancing capacity to

make sure that this can be done on a regular basis that balancing capacity will be coming in by

September, October So really on a consistent basis to be able to get that production through the

year, October will be the right place, but one month we have already shown that that capacity of

200000 tonnes has now been met

Sir, one more question is regarding the realization per tonne, for FY2018 your realizations were

around Rs156500 per tonne, so going forward how do you see that growing, what will be traction

in that?

This is all raw material linked Already Rsi4100 is the price increase that we have got from April

1, 2018 for most of the OEMsi One OEM is still pending, which would happen in the next 15 to

20 days and by the market trend they should also give the same So, 4100 is the price increase

that we have got from April 1, 2018 and October 1, 2018, it depends on the negotiations at that

point in time, but the way we see it, the price increase at that time should be somewhere between

Rsi2000 to Rsi4000 a tonne depends on how the raw material shifts further

Sir, this is Vijay here Just wanted to understand one more thing in terms of the capacity and the

growth that you have talked about, so as we are moving ahead with the capacity constraint

environment that we have and growth seems to be robust, so how we are looking at a business or

we selecting business as per the better margin profile or we are sticking with what all is coming

to our plate so is there a scope of margin expansion or realization increase coming in?

Yes, there is Already the process of shedding unprofitable so there are three categories of

businesses One is strategic and profitable, one is unstrategic and not profitable, and one was

strategic and not profitable So the unstrategic and not profitable businesses have already been

shed last yeari Now, we are concentrating on the strategic, but not profitable business and we

have started very solid discussions with on the customers and we have found that wherever we

have taken a firm stand, there is a change in the approach from the customers and we have got

some improvements I do feel that moving ahead there would be possibility of margin expansion,

which is why for the first time we have even imagine the figure of 6000, I am not saying we have

hit the figure of 6000, but I can now visualize the possibility of hitting margin in the range of

4500 to 60001 This is something that we will see overtime

That is great and Sir, just wanted to undersmnd the debt profile now given the rights and the QIP,

so how much is the debt currently?

Net Debt on March 31, 2018 was 220 Crores
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And have we got cost benefit also in terms of the overall debt cost?

No, that does not change

That does not change?

That will change only when our rating changes, but of course overall in the market there is a little

steepening of the yield curve so I am not seeing any reduction in debt cost

So it is around 11% currently or more?

No, it will be less than that

Thank you very much

And since we are AA- rated, so we are able to also borrow in the Cl’ markets Our working

capital is borrowed in the CP markets, long-term should be roughly on 10 and short-term would

be lower than that

Great Siri Thank you very much

Thank you The next question is from the line of Mangesh Bhadang from Param Capital. Please

go ahead

Good afternoon Sir and just a couple of questions from my side Sir, firstly for your pricing reset

earlier the graphite electrode was not part of the formula, so from the price hike that you

mentioned from April 1, 2018, do it include the variations in graphite electrode that is the first

question and secondly, Sir when you mentioned that you can do Rsi4500 to Rsi6000 EBITDA

next year?

No, I am not saying next year and this is the range that we can see overtimei Each year if the raw

material prices keep rising then we will not hit that figure this year because we will be paying

catch up, but my belief is at least one element of raw material seems to have stabilized, shredded

scrap seems to have stabilized, so it seems that within a couple of months or so the raw material

price could start stabilizing, so once raw material price smrts stabilizing then we hit these

numbers

So that is the number basically we can expect in the scenario as you had mentioned in your

opening remarks when actually the raw material prices smrted going down and since the reset

takes time probably that is the time you will enjoy?

Yes, they are stable I am saying when the raw material prices are stable then we should see this

kind of situation We do not predict exactly quarter-by-quarter what is the situation is going to

be
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Basically I just wanted to undersmnd can we hit that 10% EBITDA margin so assuming even the

Rsi6000 of realization is it possible to reach 6000 without any, so can we have the pricing

power?

One thing the EBITDA per tonne will be in this range and as prices keep rising the percentages

will keep falling, so a 10% seemed possible at Rsi5500 a tonne i

Sir the first question that Rsi4500 it just covers the cost or it still leave us something on the table

to add it to the EBITDA?

No of course it leaves this much on the mble, so we expect an increase in net profit again this

year also even at a lower end of the whatever EBITDA we get.

Got it? Thanks a lot?

Thank you? Next question is from Dhaval Shah from Girik Capital? Please go ahead?

Two questions from my side; first on the incentives from the government, can you just repeat you

have received Rsi3l Crores out of how much?

No, we have not received it? The government has approved it and this includes arrears of two

years plus moving forward; however, we are contesting the government figures and we are

saying we are due for a higher incentive than this and those discussions are going on, but as per

the current approved policy we will get Rsi26 Crores over the next six years including the past

two years, so over eight years we will get Rsi26 Croresi

So Rsi26 Crores each year or over eight years?

Overall over the eight years’ period, but this is as per the govemment’s understanding of the

current policy; however, there is a section of the government, which has got convinced that their

reading of the policy is wrong and therefore we should get a significantly higher incentive those

discussions are going on?

So in terms of your additional cash flow for you in FY2019 this year and FY2020, so from the

government side how much you are expecting?

I do not know because as I said this is as per what the government has approved? This year we

should get Rsi3i5 Crores of pending from last year and Rsi2i5 Crores from this year, so we can

easily get Rsi6 Crores straighmway; however, we are contesting this and we believe we should

get significantly more than this? Enough is on the table we can mke it right now and it is

approved by the cabinet

Okay Rsi6 Crores is on the table, so in terms of 7 is this reflecting in the margin?

This is not reflecting in the margin, this will be over and above what we are talking about?
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Now Sir second question is on the industry, I remember two calls back we had discussed about

couple of players in industry are not in a good financial smte, so this helps little bit, we have the

existing players in terms of growth and bargaining power with the customer, so what is the

current nature in the nature, how are the competition, has the players started regaining, have they

become started getting topper in terms of financial health?

The weaker players will continue to remain weak and stronger players will continue to become

stronger, so the gap between the good and the weak will I think start increasing

So you had also named the couple of players also like Modern Steels, Heavy Steel, which were

not in a good state, so they all will be going for this some of the other may be acquisition from

someone or they might go for liquidation or something?

My undersmnding is Remi Steel the promoters are now trying to revamp the company and

investing more money, so then they have strong promoters, so they will be able to revamp it?

Okay, so our addressable market size is annually 5 million tonne am I correct?

That is the rough estimate

So for the demand of 5 million tonne current supply is more than the demand or adequate, how is

it?

There is an interesting part for the good quality companies everybody is tight on supplies, so all

the companies at the top tier are all very tight on capacity and when we increase our capacity ,we

should be in a good spot in our ability to service our customers?

Sir when the good companies are short of the supply, so should not there be a better bargaining

power and the pricing power with you guys competing, when taking a price hike, so currently

you take price hike, so cannot this frequently change?

Understand when you are talking to the big boy like a Maruti or Hero; howsoever, strong you

think you are you are still a much smaller company, so I will never say that we have a strong

bargaining power with any of these customers? We have good relationship with them? We serve

them well and we have good discussions and fair negotiations, so to say any day that our

bargaining power going to be stronger company to any of these big giants that would be highly,

highly unlikely

Over the next six to eight months to one year you expect the supply side to gets stronger or the

market place is growing?

It is very difficult because you see what happens is there is a very strong approval process, which

takes time, so the entry barriers are very, very high in this business and the business is a sticky

business, so it is not so easy to just get in a replacement
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So for example just for my understanding if a weaker player could not supply the required

volume because of lack of equipment?

They would not be approved by the superior quality companies

So who are your clients they will not be approving it?

They will not be approving, so our competition in the companies where we are approved are the

stronger companies

There would be in terms of number would be 3 to 4 in India?

About five players including us?

Including you about five players?

Yes?

Okay and Sir just last on the volume side, so this year your rolling production was 162?

Yes, so one there is a rolling production all will be higher because we also have this process of

bright bars, which consumes rolled production and there is wastages there one? Two, we are

building up some rolling stocks now because we have a shutdown in our rolling mill coming up

in August, so we are building up some stocks for servicing, so production is little higher than

what we have sold?

What is our billet production this year?

Billet production was 167000

So broadly this should also growth should be around 20% in the billet product the next year?

Because we have a shutdown coming, as I said 25 days’ shutdown, so we will not have that level

of production and really the capacity will start going up from September, October then we have a

shutdown coming and then again from about February this capacity should go up after stabilizing

shutdown, so which is why we are talking of, but we are still mlking about an increase in sales to

170 around, 165 to 170, so about 10% increase in sales?

Sir was not this number around 15%, 20% like two quarters back you said the industry given the

way industry is growing 15%, 20% growth is what?

I said we have a capacity constraint which is why we are talking?

That is right? Thank you?
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Thank you? Next question is from Ritesh Poladia from Girik Capital

Thanks for the opportunity Sir? This Rsi200 Crores capex over three years, so will that utilize the

existing facility or the new land, which is acquired?

I am sorry I did not get you? Can you just repeat the question, please?

The Rsi200 Crores capex over three years will that utilize the existing facility or even that takes

care of your new S-acre land?

It mkes care of the new S-acre land, so about Rsi40 Crores is the investment in the land just

buying of the land, government fees, etc, so Rsi40 Crores goes there, so Rsi160 Crores goes into

capex, which is a combination of the expansion of our melting, expansion of our rolling, normal

capex some quality equipment, some safety equipment, R&D, little bit of investment in bright

bar, so combination of all is about Rsi200 Croresi

What I want to ask is will this Rs.160 Crores capex would happen on the new land also means

new land would be utilized for this capex?

New land would be utilized partly? Yes, we will be shifting we plan to shift our bright bars to the

new land

Okay Sir, both lands put together how much capacity can be setup?

Every time I think, I think we reach the ultimate, so earlier we thought 200000 tonnes of billet

making was our limit; however, our team works hard and broke bottlenecks and we are now

seeing a capacity of 240000 tonnes? As of now the 240000 tonnes is our limit; however, our team

murmuring has already begun that we can probably improve this further from this, so I do not

know, but as of now 240000 tonne is our limit on this plant

In this new land?

Including the new land any further capacity will have to go to a new location

Sir, one request? If you can give us sales and production volume every quarter that would be

wonderful?

I am sorry sales and?

Sales and production volume number every quarter?

Sure we will do that?

Okay and last what is the Q4 EBITDA per tonne?
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